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Why Give a Presentation?

Communicate to
 inform 
motivate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a presentation is to impart knowledge and inspire action. Many situations, you would tailor a presentation differently for each situation:Giving the results of your research to selected policymakersRaise awareness about new research findingsSeek supportIntroduce a new strategyPresent controversial informationGive information to help policymakers make decisionsWhat do you hope to gain? How will you know if you’ve succeeded? Is there a specific outcome or action you would like your audience to take as a result of the presentation?For example, I’m going to talk to day about the components of a scientific presentation and how to make one. I will know this presentation was a success when I see you all considering these steps as you develop your own presentations.



Common Causes of 
Ineffective Presentations
 Failure to motivate audience
 Confusing structure
 Gaps in logic
 Excessive details
 Poorly designed slides
 Poor delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research has found that there are five common causes of ineffective briefings:1) - Failure to motivate the audience in the first few minutes and set up a structure for listening: people listen more intelligently if they know the significance of the material right up front – Provide  them with a hook answering the questions So what? Why should I listen?2) Inadequate structure signals -- unless you start by giving an outline of the presentation - spelling out what you're going to be talking about - the audience may have trouble following 3) Gaps in logic - researchers are often so close to the material that they omit essential connections, and the problem is exacerbated by the fact that it's being presented in a condensed form in a short period of time.4) Excessive detail -  telling everything you know about the subject rather than only what is really relevant to the audience and the purpose of the presentation.  Audience will lose interest5) Poorly designed slides - we'll talk about that in a few minutes.  6) Poor deliveryWe’ll try to avoid these pitfalls through good planning and organization



How Do You Prepare a 
Scientific Presentation?

1. Message
2. Organization
3. Visuals
4. Delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’m going to cover the 4 main components of preparing a presentation:Determining your messageStructuring your materialVisual layoutTips for delivery



1. What is Your Message?

 Why are you giving presentation?
 What is your desired outcome?
 What does the audience already know 

about your topic?
 What are their interests?
 What are key points?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step is to identify your message. I mentioned this earlier. This is helped immeasurably by identifying your audience. Who are they? What is their motivation for your talk? Getting an idea of these factors will help you sharpen your message.



2. Organization

 Determine amount of time for delivery
 List the 1-3 key points first
Match the audience’s technical level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strong organization can overcome limitations in delivery.The mostly important part of a presentation is giving the audience a framework of what to expect.Start with the one to three key points that you want them to walk away with, and build the presentation around them. What are the take away messages?Since you have already defined your audience, you need to consider what level of detail is most appropriate. As a general rule, for a non-technical audience it is better to err on the side of being too simplistic than too technical.Find out how much time you have. Fifteen to 20 minutes is considered the maximum time for holding the attention of your audiences. For policymakers it’s probably less.



Organizing a Presentation

i. Outline 
ii. Problem and background
iii. Design and methods
iv. Major findings
v. Conclusion and recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a basic structure for a presentation. Let’s assume you know your audience and your message, you have identified the three key points that you want your audience to walk away with, and you’ve determined the technical level at which you are going to present it for your audience. Now it’s time to organize your presentation. The organization is the same as for a journal article or report: overview, context, your intervention, findings, implications, and summary. “Let them know what you are going to say. Say it. Tell them what you said.”Let’s assume you have 15 minutes to present your research findings. As a general rule of thumb is to have one slide per minute of your presentation.. In structuring a presentation most people err on the side of too many slides. You don’t want to be in the position of finding that you’ve only gotten through half your presentation before your time is up. I encourage you to try to have about 10 slides for a 15 minute presentation. I’ll talk now first about what your slides should look like in terms of numbers of slides and how much information to put on each slide. Later I will talk about the use of visuals.



Organize your information

 Let your audience know up front what 
you have planned for them

 Use a top down structure for your 
presentation:

–General to more specific

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very important to let the audience know right away what you have planned for them.  State who you are, why you are giving the presentation, how it is going to be organized.A second technique in the beginning is to use a top down structure -- start with the hook - audiences assume that the information at the top of the structure (beginning is more important than at the bottom (like an article in the paper) Research has shown that audiences tend to understand and remember form the top down - and presentation should echo that principle.



Making Slides

Main points only
 One idea per slide
 Short words, few words (5 per line)
 Strong statements: active voice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Characteristics of good slides:- Key points only on the overhead: the full message is in your speech.  Not necessary to put all the details on the slide.- Best to only have one idea per overhead -  If you have several related points - use another slide- Short words, short phrases:  “5 x 5 rule -         - maximum 5 words per line, 5 lines per slide (not counting the title)- Strong statements:  that pack some punch:    Trying to avoid passive verbs.  Using action words to describe next steps or policy implications.



Outline

 Let audience know what they are 
going to hear 

 Let them know how the presentation 
will be organized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make the outline clear in your presentation. What is the audience going to learn?Be sure to include - the problem - Why is it importantObjectives of researchOne slide on each



Problem and background

 Context 
 Study question
 Relevant knowledge on issue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make the outline clear in your presentation. What is the audience going to learn?Be sure to include - the problem - Why is it importantObjectives of researchOne slide on each



Design and Methods

 Case study of …
 Qualitative methods

– Key informant interviews (n=10)
 Quantitative methods

– Survey
– Cost analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is your intervention type?



Major Findings 
 Text and or table/graph
 One slide for each
Message should be unambiguous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One slide for each major findingThree slides



Conclusion and 
Recommendations

 Key points
 Implications
 One slide for each message



3. Visuals: 
How Does it Look? 
 Choose style that supports the tone
 Apply the same style to each slide

Be consistent! 

Make sure font size is legible. Can you read 16 point?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve made your slides, you need to turn your attention to how they look to an audience. These are the stylistic considerations. Everyone’s look will be different - there are a variety of background designs for PowerPoint. You may choose to incorporate some clip art that is appropriate and supports the tone. Do you want something serious, playful, technical?Make sure the style you choose appeals to your audience. Sometimes it is nice to add a touch of humor - funny clip art - but only if you know that audience well. Don’t take risks. Use of humor varies from country to country and even situations.Sometimes humor can connect you to your audience - think of when you have seen humor used effectively for high-level presentations - an opening joke or amusing story.Apply the same style to each slide consistently: the same fonts and size - Title is 44, Arial bold, other text is 32 regular, bold or color for emphasis, same bullet styles, colors, use of capitalization. This makes your presentation less confusing to the audience.Always consider the readability of your presentation as if you were a person sitting in the last row. You can’t read 16 point font.



Don’t Say It, Show It
Charts and graphs help you by:

 Increase understanding
 Save time
 Enhance attention
 Help control nervousness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visuals are extremely powerful tools. Particularly when you are presenting results.They help us:Increase understanding: Ours is a visual age - most of what people learn is ingested through eyes not earsSave time: information presented visually is received and processed by the brain faster than a verbal messageEnhance attention: people remember on average of just ten percent of a spoken message a week after it’s presented - however, they remember up to two-thirds of what they both see and hear. People think much faster than you speak, so their minds tend to wander during a speech.  Visuals help keep them focused on your message.  They also add variety and interest to a presentation. Control nervousness: Displaying visual aids gives you purposeful physical activity that lets your body process nervous energy without distracting the audience 



39%

65%

5%

82%

20% 14%

Adolescents (n=742) Parents (n=251)

Participation in Community, School and 
Clinic Activities by Parents and 

Adolescents  in Kenya

Community School Clinic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An effective visual presents a lot of information in a little space (and breaks up the monotony of the slides!)Tables - Allow presentation of exact values and Present large amounts of data in a small space



4. Tips for Delivery 

Preparation is key!
 Know the material well
 Prepare an outline and notes
 Practice your presentation out loud with 

coworkers
 Respect your time limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I cannot overemphasize the need to be well-prepared. Learn about the audience. Know your material well. Prepare your notes in simple, spoken language. Aim for clarity: short, simple repetitive; appropriateness: personalize, use your own words. Do not read the entire presentation. Sometimes read key parts for emphasis, impact or accuracy.Practice your presentation out loud several times and time yourself. Ideally, have a dry run for your colleagues, and incorporate their suggestions and commentsBe respectful of both the audience and your fellow speakers by respecting your time limits.



Outline  1 

Problem/Background 2

Design/Methods 1

Major findings 3-5

Conclusion and
Recommendations 1-2

Time Yourself 

Impact

Impact

4 min

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time yourself for maximum impact



Good Public Speaking

Speak slowly and clearly
Project to the back of the room
Do not read entire presentation
Pause for emphasis…
Do not fidget



Remember to…

Relax
Smile
Breathe!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are at ease (or know your materials), your audience is at ease.



Preparing a Scientific 
Presentation

1. Message
2. Organization
3. Visuals
4. Delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve covered the 4 main components of preparing a presentation:Determining your messageStructuring your materialVisual layoutTips for delivery



The following slides are from an 
unknown source but are also useful 
in understanding what is needed for 

an effective presentation.



• The following 37 slides present guidelines and 
suggestions for the use of fonts, colors, and graphics 
when preparing PowerPoint presentations for 
Sessions and Seminars.

• This media (PPT) is designed to ENHANCE your 
presentation, not BE the presentation.

• Remember, only you can prevent 
“Death by PowerPoint”

PowerPoint Presentation Guidelines



• Highlight key points or reinforce what the facilitator 
is saying

• Should be short and to the point, include only key 
words and phases for visual, reinforcement

• In order for your presentation to fit on most screens, 
text and images should be placed within 95% of the 
PowerPoint slide. This “action safe” area is seen in 
the next slide.

PowerPoint Slide





• Layout continuity from frame to frame conveys a 
sense of completeness

• Headings, subheadings, and logos should show up in 
the same spot on each frame

• Margins, fonts, font size, and colors should be 
consistent with graphics located in the same general 
position on each frame

• Lines, boxes, borders, and open space also should 
be consistent throughout 

PowerPoint Layout



Fonts

• Font Style Should be Readable
– Recommended fonts: Arial, Tahoma, 

Veranda

• Standardize the Font Throughout
– This presentation is in Tahoma

Do !



• This is a good title size 
Verdana 40 point

• A good subtitle or bullet point size 
Verdana 32 point

• Content text should be no smaller than
Verdana 24 point

• This font size is not recommended for content. Verdana 12 point.

Font Size
 The larger, the better.  Remember, your slides must 

be readable, even at the back of the room.



TIPS Presentation:  3/8/2004 Dawn Thomas, CRM

Don’t !

Font Size

 What does this say? Garamond Font, Italic, Bold  12pt.

• This is very difficult to read. Times Font, Bold, 12pt.

• This point c ould be  lost. C e ntury  G othic  Font, Bold, Ita lic ,  14pt.

• No one will be able to read this. Gill Sans Font, Condensed Bold, 12pt

Combining small font sizes with bold or italics is 
not recommended:

Small fonts are okay for a footer, such as:



Fonts
• Don’t Sacrifice Readability for Style

• Don’t Sacrifice reaDability 
for Style

• Don’t Sacrifice Readability for Style
•Don’t Sacrifice 
Readability for 
Style

Don’t !



Caps and Italics

• DO NOT USE ALL CAPITAL LETTERS
– Makes text hard to read
– Conceals acronyms
– Denies their use for EMPHASIS

• Italics
– Used for “quotes”
– Used to highlight thoughts or ideas
– Used for book, journal, or magazine titles



Use a Template

• Use a set font and color scheme.
• Different styles are disconcerting

to the audience.
• You want the audience to focus on 

what you present, not the way you 
present.



Use the Same Background
on Each Slide

Do !!



Don’t!

Don’t use multiple backgrounds in 
your presentation

Changing the style is distracting



Colors
• Reds and oranges are high-energy 

but can be difficult to stay focused 
on.

• Greens, blues, and browns are 
mellower, but not as attention 
grabbing.

• Reds and Greens can be difficult to 
see for those who are color blind.



Avoid These Combinations
• Examples:

–Green on Blue
–Dark Yellow on Green
–Purple on Blue
–Orange on Green
–Red on Green

Don’t !



Colors

• White on dark background should not be 
used if audience is more than 20 ft away.
– This set of slides is a good example.
– You can read the slides up close.
– The further away you get, the harder it is to 

read.
– This is a good color combination if viewed on a 

computer.
– A dark background on a computer screen 

reduces glare.



Colors

• Large Hall Events
–Avoid White Backgrounds
–The white screen can be blinding 

in a dark room
–Dark Slides with Light Colored 

Text Work Best

Don’t



The Color Wheel
• Colors separated by another 

color are contrasting colors 
(complementary)

• Adjacent colors harmonize 
with one another (Green 
and Yellow)

• Colors directly opposite one 
another are said to CLASH

• Clashing colors provide 
readability
– Orange on Blue

Do !



This is a good mix of 
colors. Readable!

Background Colors
Remember: Readability! Readability! Readability!

This is a bad mix of 
colors. Low contrast.
Unreadable!

This is a good mix of 
colors. Readable!

This is a bad mix of 
colors. Avoid bright
colors on white.
Unreadable!



Graphs and Charts

Make sure the audience 
can read them!



Avoid using graphics that are difficult to read. In this example, the bright 
colors on a white background and the small font make the graph hard to 
read. It would be very difficult to see, especially in the back of a room.

8

Don’t !

Graphics and Charts



This graph contains too much information in an 
unreadable format.

10

Don’t !



These are examples of
good graphs, with nice
line widths and good
colors.

Good Graph

Do !



Charts and Graphs

0
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Mode A

Mode B

Mode C

Don’t



Charts and Graphs

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

North
America

Europe Australia

Mode A

Mode B

Mode C

Do !



This is a good, readable table. Tables, especially large ones, 
should be placed on a separate slide.

4/19  Fri 109 NICMOS restarted, Ne-loop control 
continues

4/22 Mon 112 Change to mounting cup control

4/23 Tue 134 Return to Ne control, Filter wheel test 
begins

4/24 Wed 155 Increase control temperature to allow 
for  +2 K variations

4/25 Thur 165 Begin darks every 3rd orbit

4/26 Fri 174 DQE test visit 1;  Control temp +0.5 K 

Do !



Illustrations

• Use only when needed, otherwise they 
become distracters instead of communicators

• They should relate to the message and help 
make a point

• Ask yourself if it makes the message clearer 
• Simple diagrams are great communicators

Do !



Don’t !



Limit Each Slide to One Idea

• Use Bullet Points to Cover 
Components of Each Idea



Bullets

• Keep each bullet to 1 line, 2 at the most
• Limit the number of bullets in a screen to 6, 4 

if there is a large title, logo, picture, etc.
– This is known as “cueing”
– You want to “cue” the audience on what 

you’re going to say
• Cues are a a brief “preview”
• Gives the audience a “framework” to build upon



Bullets (con.)

• If you crowd too much text, the audience 
won’t read it
– Too much text looks busy and is hard to read
– Why read it, when you’re going to tell them 

what it says?
– Our reading speed does not match our 

listening speed; hence, they confuse instead 
of reinforce



Points to Remember

• Limit each slide to 1 idea
• Limit each bullet point to only a few words to 

avoid long sentences that go on and on!
• Limit animation – Too much animation can be 

distracting.  Be consistent with animation and 
have all text and photos appear on the screen the 
same way each time.  There are many animation 
modes to choose from, but it is best to use just 
one throughout.

Do not do this!
Limit Bullet Points

To a few words



Points to Remember

• Keep bullet points brief
• Use the same background for 

each slide
• Use dark slides with light colored 

text in large hall events

Do !



Avoid the “All Word” Slide

Another thing to avoid is the use of a large 
block paragraph to introduce your 
information.  Attendees do not like to 
have what is on the screen, read to them
verbatim.  So, please use short, bulleted 
statements and avoid typing out your 
whole presentation on to the slides.  Also, it 
is difficult for some to listen and read a 
large amount of text at the same time.

Don’t



•To make a slide stand out, 
change the font, 
background, or add 
animation.



Limit Animation
• Use the same animation throughout the 

entire presentation
• Using more than one can be very 

distracting
– The audience will only see the animation 

and not the message you’re trying to get 
across

!

Bam!
Don’t



Limit Animation

• Use the same animation throughout the 
entire presentation

• Using more than one can be very 
distracting
– The audience will only see the animation 

and not the message you’re trying to get 
across

!

Do !



YOU

• Do not use the media to hide you
• The audience came to SEE you
• The media should ENHANCE the presentation, 

not BE the presentation
• If you’re only going to read from the slides, then 

just send them the slides!
• Remember, only you can prevent 

“Death by PowerPoint”
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